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Flexible Lightweight CMOS-Enabled
Multisensory Platform for Plant

Microclimate Monitoring
Sherjeel M. Khan , Sohail F. Shaikh, Nadeem Qaiser , and Muhammad Mustafa Hussain

Abstract— We report an ultralightweight flexible sensory1

platform using bare die CMOS chips having a light, temper-2

ature, and humidity sensor on a flexible polymer substrate.3

An application-specified integrated circuit designed and4

fabricated in a 0.35-µm process is used for signal acquisi-5

tion, conditioning, and further transfer of data to a bare die6

microcontroller. The whole platform is powered by a bare7

die solid-state battery. This extremely lightweight (0.44 g),8

compact (3 × 1.5 cm2), flexible, and mostly transparent9

platform can be unobtrusively placed on a leaf of a plant10

to monitor microclimate conditions surrounding a plant for11

accurate plant growth monitoring. The latter is success-12

fully demonstrated by placing the platform on a plant leaf13

and monitoring changing environmental conditions (light,14

temperature, and humidity) for a whole day.15

Index Terms— Bare die, compact, flexible, lightweight,16

plant sensor.17

I. INTRODUCTION18

W ITH an increasing global population, keeping up with19

food demand and maintaining a clean environment has20

become a challenge. The continuous progress in automation21

of horticultural production requires a much deeper and careful22

analysis of the environmental conditions to ensure healthy23

plant growth [1]. Humidity, light, and temperature levels can24

influence crop quality and plants’ growth [2]–[4]. Photosyn-25

thesis is the process of converting carbon dioxide and water26

in the plant leaves to produce sugars that are used for energy27

and growth. Humidity, light, and temperature levels have been28

shown to influence crop quality and plants’ growth via the29

photosynthesis process.30

The microclimate around each plant is influenced by the31

location of the plant as well as its response to surrounding32
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environmental factors. In a greenhouse, centralized climate 33

monitoring devices are used to monitor the surrounding 34

climate conditions, which are sometimes placed in the 35

soil around the plant [5], [6]. They are bulky and rigid, 36

and hence cannot be placed on the plant. These sensors 37

fail to see conditions experienced by each plant as the 38

environmental conditions can change from one end of a 39

greenhouse (or field) to another, leading to yield incon- 40

sistency because of varying environmental conditions. Such 41

measures are unable to determine plant growth accurately. 42

Plant phenotyping studies are being carried out by plac- 43

ing sensors on the leaf but we also need to measure the 44

microclimatic conditions around the leaf to better under- 45

stand the climatic conditions that affect the photosynthetic 46

processes [7]. 47

In this paper, we present an ultralightweight flexible sensory 48

platform that can be placed on a leaf of a plant for microcli- 49

mate monitoring. The platform is equipped with a bare die 50

battery, microcontroller, sensors, and a bare die application- 51

specified integrated circuit (ASIC) chip for sensor signal 52

conditioning. The weight is significantly reduced by using 53

bare die chips instead of packaged integrated circuits (ICs), 54

while housed on a flexible substrate such that the platform 55

can conform to the shape of a leaf. Flexible light, temperature, 56

and humidity sensors are embedded on the platform interfaced 57

with a bare die ASIC chip for data acquisition which is further 58

connected to a bare die microcontroller chip for data storage 59

and data transfer. The chips have been designed for low-power 60

operation to be powered by a solid-state bare die battery for 61

sustainable time intervals. Fig. 1 shows an overview of the 62

sensory platform. 63

II. ASIC ARCHITECTURE AND IMPLEMENTATION 64

A. ASIC Part for Light and Humidity Sensor Interface 65

We designed a dual-channel temperature to digital converter 66

ASIC in 350-nm CMOS technology based on two 10-bit 67

single-slope analog-to-digital converters (ADCs). The 20-pin 68

chip occupies an area of about 4500 × 3000 μm2 and 69

consumes the total power of 2.8 mW from 3.3-V dc supply. 70

A light-dependent resistor (Rt) and a humidity-dependent 71

capacitor (Ct) are connected to the first and second channel, 72
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Fig. 1. Overview of the sensory platform housing flexible sensors
interfaced with the bare die signal conditioning and processing chips
powered by a bare die solid-state battery on a flexible polymer-based
substrate.

respectively. The ADCs start to sample and convert the value73

of resistor and capacitor at the negative edge of the reset signal.74

After the end of conversion, the Rt–Ct signal goes high and75

quantized value of the resistor becomes available at the 1076

digital output pins (Out_9:0). The ASIC is characterized for77

operation from 0 °C to 100 °C and operation duration of 2 ms;78

i.e., it samples and converts a variable resistor from 1 to 60 k�79

to a 10-bit number between 200 and 1000 every 2 ms and a80

variable capacitor from 30 to 80 pF to a 10-bit number between81

375 and 1000. It requires external signals for clock (CLOCK)82

and reset (RESET); also an external capacitor (Ci) for the83

ADC of the first channel. These ranges were set according to84

the designed sensors. The humidity sensor has a value of 40 pF85

at a relative humidity (RH) of 30% and it goes up to 75 pF86

for RH of 90%. The cadmium sulfide (CdS)-based resistive87

light sensor has a resistance of >50 k� in dark and <1 k� in88

daylight.89

B. ASIC Part for Temperature Sensor Interface90

The temperature sensor consists of a metal with a repeat-91

able temperature coefficient of resistance (TCR). In order to92

take a reading from the sensors, a fixed amount of current is93

fed to the sensor, and the resulting voltage is measured across94

the resistor. In order to take a reading from the sensors, a fixed95

amount of current is fed to the sensor, and consequent voltage96

is calculated which depends upon the temperature-dependent97

resistance of the sensor. For this purpose, we designed a98

current actuator on our ASIC, comprising 4-bit DAC and aAQ:4 99

driver that sinks 100–200 mA based upon the DAC digital100

input (D�3:0�) [Fig. 2(a)]. For 0 input (D�3:0�), the nominal101

value of the current sink is 110 mA and it increases linearly102

to a nominal value of 186 mA for an input of 15 [Fig. 2(b)].103

Due to the high current of the actuator, three pads are104

dedicated to the output current pin [I_Actuator, Fig. 2(a)]105

and three to GND. Setting pin [Fig. 2(a)] to digital high106

would enable the actuator and setting it to digital low would107

shut down the output current. This enables us to drive the108

temperature sensor only when needed, as typical resistive109

sensor signal conditioning interfaces consume a large amount110

of current. A chip micrograph image with labels for pins of111

the ASIC can be seen in Fig. 2(c). Further details of the ASIC112

principle of operation can be found in the Supplementary113

Material.114

Fig. 2. (a) Functional block diagram of the ASIC “actuator part.”
(b) Output current of actuator changing with varying input bits between
0 and 15 values. (c) Chip micrograph of ASIC with the pinout labels of
analog-to-digital “sensor part” (left) and the “actuator part” (right).

III. MULTISENSORY LIGHTWEIGHT FLEXIBLE PLATFORM 115

A. Sensors’ Material Selection and Fabrication 116

Process Flow 117

Temperature, light, and humidity sensors were integrated 118

on a flexible 4-μm-thick polyimide (PI) film [Fig. 3(a)]. The 119

temperature sensor consists of a serpentine-shaped resistive 120

temperature detector made using a thin metal film of Cu 121

(4 μm) [Fig. 3(a) Steps 2–4]. Cu electroplating is performed 122

[Fig. 3(a) Step 3] because the layer deposited using sputtering 123

is only 500-nm thick, and we need a much thicker layer 124

to do wire bonding on the Cu interconnects. Cu has good 125

conductivity and flexibility among the commonly used metals. 126

In the same mask used for the temperature sensor pattern, 127

we also form an interdigitated capacitive structure on PI to 128

act as a humidity sensor with underlying PI as the dielectric 129

material [Fig. 3(a) Step 4]. Capacitive humidity sensors are 130

preferred over resistive humidity sensors as capacitive struc- 131

tures are unaffected by the changes in temperature resulting 132

in increased accuracy in different climatic conditions. PI is 133

chosen for the dielectric material due to its long-term stability, 134

a high sensitivity to humidity, low manufacturing costs, and 135

integration compatibility with IC process [8], [9]. It is also 136

desirable to have a polymer material having high thermal sta- 137

bility and low dielectric constant [8]. PI possesses high affinity 138

toward moisture absorption and desorption, high-temperature 139

resistance, a low dielectric constant, good mechanical strength, 140

and dimensional stability, thus making it a suitable choice to 141

act as the dielectric material for our humidity sensors [8], [10]. 142

The dielectric permittivity of PI increases due to water mole- 143

cules adsorbed on its surface. An increase in air moisture 144

level, in turn, increases the capacitance of the humidity sensor 145

structure. For the light sensor, we use another mask to deposit 146

CdS by sputtering and patterning the sensor using the liftoff 147

process as depicted in Fig. 3(a) (Steps 5 and 6). A cross- 148

sectional process flow illustration can be found in Fig. 4. 149
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Fig. 3. (a) 1—Spin PI on Si wafer, treat with O2 plasma to promote adhesion of metal. 2—Spin photoresist and pattern the sensory platform.
3—Deposit 500 nm of Cu using sputtering, and do electroplating to 4 μm so that the film is thick enough for wire bonding of components. 4—Perform
liftoff to get the temperature, humidity sensors and interconnect layer. 5—Further deposit CdS light sensor on patterned photoresist. 6—Liftoff for
CdS light sensor formation 7—Spin 50-μm PDMS for encapsulation and etch the areas of all the sensors that need exposure to surroundings. Finally,
release the structure from the wafer by peeling off. A zoomed-in view portion of the image showing how the wire bonding is done from wafer to metal
pad on the substrate. (b) Image showing sensory platform with bare dies.

Fig. 4. (a) Take silicon wafer, (b) spin 4-μm PI, (c) pattern and develop
photoresist for Cu, (d) deposit 500-nm Cu via sputtering, (e) pattern
and develop photoresist to expose areas where Cu is needed, (f) grow
4-μm copper via electroplating, (g) remove unwanted Cu using the liftoff
process, (h) pattern and develop photoresist for CdS, (i) deposit CdS via
sputtering, (j) remove unwanted CdS using the liftoff process, (k) spin
50-μm PDMS on the wafer, and (l) etch PDMS to expose the humidity
and the temperature sensor.

Once the sensors and interconnects are formed on the PI,150

bare dies of the battery, ASIC, and MSP microcontroller are151

attached on their respective sites and wire bonds are made152

between the chips and the corresponding metal pads on the153

substrate. Once all the chips and components are placed,154

the wafer is spun with a thin layer of PDMS for encapsulation.155

This PDMS layer acts as a support for our platform and a156

barrier to transpiration due to its hydrophobic nature. A mask157

is used to remove PDMS from the areas where the dielectric158

layer of PI for the humidity sensor is present. Finally, the mul-159

tisensory platform is released from the Si (100) carrier wafer160

by simply peeling off the structure from the Si wafer, as the161

adhesion between PIs and silicon is weak [11]. Fig. 3(b) shows162

each individual component on the multisensory platform.163

The MSP microcontroller controls and provides a clock signal 164

to the ASIC as well as receives data from the ASIC, which is 165

transferred via “Data Pads” for extraction into a peripheral. 166

By using internal low-frequency oscillator of the MSP430 167

microcontroller, we were able to save power and bypass the 168

need of an external crystal to provide clock to MSP. The 169

ASIC and MSP are powered by a 3.8-V surface mount, solid 170

state, and rechargeable EnerChip CBC050 battery. It is an 171

8×8 mm2 battery with 50-μAh capacity rated at 5000 recharge 172

cycles to 80% of rated capacity. Our system lacks wireless 173

capability and data has to be manually extracted using “data 174

pads” via UART as a transceiver will create additional load 175

on the small battery which is already powering the ASIC and 176

microcontroller. The battery can support low power ASIC and 177

MSP which consume about 2.8 and 0.3 mW, respectively. 178

B. Characterization and Sensor Performance 179

Since copper has a low TCR, we designed a current 180

actuator in our ASIC. By passing a large amount of current, 181

the small changes in resistance can be correlated with large 182

changes in voltages such that microcontroller ADC can mea- 183

sure those voltage changes. The sensor itself has a sensitivity 184

of 32 m�/°C [Fig. 5(a)]. MSP430 has a 10-bit ADC with a 185

reference voltage of 2.5 V. This means that the MSP430 ADC 186

has a resolution of only 2.44 mV. As shown in Fig. 2(b), 187

we can choose a current from the range of 110–186 mA. 188

By passing the maximum current, we can detect changes as 189

small as 13 m�; thus, our system with the help of ASIC was 190

able to measure changes in temperature as small as 0.40 °C. 191

Less current can be used in applications where power savings 192

are more preferable to higher accuracy, but the flexibility of 193

changing current enables us to balance between power saving 194

and accuracy as needed. The humidity sensors response can be 195

seen in Fig. 5(b), showing a linear response with a sensitivity 196

of 1.71 pF/% RH. This is the highest sensitivity reported 197
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Fig. 5. (a) Temperature sensor characterization plot of resistance against
temperature. (b) Humidity sensor characterization plot of capacitance
sensor against RH. (c) Light sensor characterization plot of logarithmic
resistance against light intensity. (d) Spectral response of CdS light
sensor.

among plant-based sensors, enabled by using better sensing198

materials and a specially designed ASIC [25], [27].199

The response of the light sensor with respect to vary light200

conditions can be seen in Fig. 5(c). The changes in CdS201

resistance in response to vary light intensity are exponential202

which is why the logarithmic value of resistance is plotted.203

CdS was chosen for light sensing because it is known to be204

sensitive in the violet to blue–green light range of the visible205

spectrum [12]–[14]. It is also known that chlorophyll in plants206

absorbs most light in the range of 300–550 nm (violet–blue)207

wavelengths, and blue light contributes most toward the growth208

of plants especially in the earlier stages of plants growth209

[15]–[17]. The spectral response of our light sensor can be210

seen in Fig. 5(d). The response correlates with the behavior of211

CdS thin film deposited using sputtering [18], [19]. We can see212

the sensor that has a strong response (above 0.5) in the range213

of 350–550 nm which is the optimal range of the chlorophyll214

absorption spectral range. Being selective to larger wavelength215

lights, our CdS-based sensor can provide an accurate measure216

of the most useful light reaching plant leaves.217

C. Microclimate Monitoring From the Leaf Surface218

Photosynthesis, the analogous process to human digestion,219

is used by plants to drive all of its activities by converting220

light energy into chemical energy. The process takes place221

in the leaves of a plant, which demands a microclimate222

monitoring system that can be placed on a plant leaf for223

monitoring the light, humidity, and temperature around the224

leaves. These three factors are known to impact the process of225

photosynthesis. Low light significantly alters the growth rate226

of a plant while temperature changes affect enzyme activity227

and stomatal conductance which in turn changes the leaf water228

potential [20], [21]. Atmospheric humidity controls the water229

use efficiency of leaves, and low humidity causes plant water230

stress and thus, results in a reduced growth rate [22], [23].231

Currently, such parameters are measured by placing the 232

sensors in the soil or at a central location in a crop 233

field/greenhouse. However, these microclimate conditions vary 234

as we move away from the soil toward the top end of a plant. 235

In order to verify this hypothesis, we conducted experiments 236

on 11 different plants, each tested under a different set of 237

conditions where the variables were; soil wetness (affected by 238

plant watering), height of the plants, light availability (affected 239

by surrounding objects). 240

The results were compiled in a detailed graph shown in 241

Fig. 6(a). For each plant, RH and the temperature were 242

measured at soil surface adjacent to the plant and the topmost 243

leaf of the same plant (indicated by symbols and 244

respectively) using our sensor patch. The following conclu- 245

sions are drawn after the analysis of the graph obtained from 246

the experiments. 247

1) After watering of plants (wet soil), there is a difference 248

of 22%–35% in RH between the soil and leaf surface 249

(Plants 1, 3, 6, 7, and 10). Humidity changes do not 250

show a direct relation with plant height in both the dry 251

and wet conditions of the soil. 252

2) Same sized plants (80 cm), where both the leaf and 253

soil are in shade, show a remarkable difference in 254

temperature and RH merely due to the wetness of soil. 255

We see a difference of 2% in RH and 2 °C in temperature 256

for dry soil while 20% in RH and 4 °C in temperature 257

for wet soil. (Plants 1 and 11). 258

3) When the leaf is in sunlight and the soil is in shade, 259

the temperature difference is dependent on the height 260

of the plant, where taller plants (Plants 6, 7, and 9) 261

show a larger difference compared to smaller plants 262

(Plants 4 and 5). Also, there is a huge difference of 10 °C 263

in temperature and 7% in RH, for dry soil conditions 264

(Plant 9). 265

4) When both the leaf and soil are in the sun, the tem- 266

perature changes are large for dry soil (Plant 8) while 267

humidity changes are large for wet soil (Plant 10). Also, 268

it was found that dry soil in direct sunlight showed 269

very high temperatures compared with the atmospheric 270

temperature due to the fact that soil soaks up more heat 271

than air. 272

Several other conclusions of similar nature can be drawn 273

from the graph supporting our hypothesis that the microcli- 274

matic conditions are vastly different between the soil and the 275

leaf surface due to soil conditions, the presence of sunlight, 276

and the height of the plant. Similarly, light intensity was 277

measured on nine different plants on the topmost leaf and the 278

adjacent soil where the variables were; height of the plants, 279

and light availability (affected by surrounding objects). The 280

results in Fig. 6(b) clearly show the three distinctive regions 281

as described in the following. 282

1) The orange region showing that the least amount of light 283

is observed in the soil of plants that are in the shade. 284

2) The green region showing that more light is present at 285

the leaf surface even though both the soil and leaf are 286

in shade. 287

3) The yellow region where the amount of light is similar to 288

both the leaf and soil when both are exposed to sunlight. 289
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Fig. 6. (a) Response of RH and temperature in response to vary climatic conditions for different plants. (b) Response of light observed for different
plants.

4) The height of the plant does not affect the amount of290

light observed by the light sensor between the soil and291

the leaf, as it is more affected by the orientation of the292

sensor with respect to the sun. A sensor facing the sun293

records more light than a sensor placed in the same area294

but is not facing the sun directly.295

Based on the aforementioned points, we hereby emphasize296

the importance of measuring the microclimate conditions from297

the surface of a leaf in order to better understand plant growth.298

D. Bending Performance and Effects299

of Platform on the Leaf300

Being flexible and planted on leaves (which possess distinct301

structure and contours), our sensors must be able to perform302

as efficiently on a flexible substrate in a bent position as303

their rigid counterparts. To test the effect of stress caused by304

bending on the sensor performance, we compared our samples305

of temperature and humidity sensors on a flexible substrate,306

placed on a bent platform of 24-mm bending radius, to same307

sensors fabricated on a rigid substrate [Fig. 7(a) and (c)].308

Both sensors were subject to similar conditions; heating from309

a hot air gun and moisture exposure from the blow of310

breath. The readings were taken from Keithley4200 while311

Sensirion SHTC1 was used as reference sensor at the same312

time. The results for the humidity and temperature sensor313

can be seen in Fig. 7(b) and (d). Both the temperature and314

humidity sensors exhibit a similar behavior in rigid and bent315

condition [Fig. 7(b) and (d)] while flexible humidity sensor316

even performs better due to the use of a superior dielectric (PI)317

as the humidity sensing film. The rigid temperature sensor318

has a smaller resistance due to the smooth surface of silicon319

dioxide on which it was fabricated, while metal deposited320

on the rougher surface of PI exhibits higher resistance value321

resulting in a higher sensitivity (23 m�/°C) compared to the322

rigid sensor (13 m�/°C). Thus, we obtain similar responsivity323

but even higher sensitivity compared to rigid sensors. In order324

to observe the stress in the films when bent, we performed an325

FEM simulation of the metal sensor model in COMSOL for326

Fig. 7. (a) Image of the Rigid and Flexible temperature sensor.
(b) Comparison of temperature sensor performance. (c) Image of the
Rigid and Flexible humidity sensor. (d) Comparison of humidity sensor
performance. (e) Stress in the flexible sensor at different bending radii.
(f) Effect of the sensor patch on the photosynthetic functions of a leaf
over 18 days.

different bending radii. It can be seen in Fig. 7(e) that until a 327

bending radius of 24 mm, the stress at the bent point remains 328

below 80 MPa and only reaches 200 MPa (marked by red 329

area) at 10-mm bending radius which can theoretically cause 330

a fracture as the fracture stress of electroplated Cu thin film 331
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TABLE I
FEATURE COMPARISON WITH OTHER PLANT-/LEAF-BASED SENSORS

Fig. 8. (a) Sensory platform placed on the leaf of a plant. (b) Temper-
ature monitoring for 24 h using the sensory platform around the leaf.
Temperature increases in the morning and peaks at 1200-h daytime.
(c) Light monitoring from daytime until night using the CdS-based light
sensor. During daytime, the resistance is very low in the range of 1 kΩ
and starts to linearly increase around sunset to a maximum value of
∼50 kΩ at night. (d) Humidity monitoring for 24 h using the sensory
platform around the leaf. During daytime when sunlight falls on the sensor
humidity levels decrease due to evaporation of water vapors.

is around 216 MPa [24]. Such a case is unrealistic, as plant332

leaves have a circular curvature which distributes stress over333

the whole area compared to a bending along a line as in the334

simulations. Finally, the platform was kept on a plant leaf335

for a period of 18 days to see if it affects the function and336

appearance of the plant. Fig. 7(f) shows our sensory platform337

does not affect any function of the plants as it is small,338

extremely lightweight and mostly transparent to light.339

E. Application Example340

Here, we show an example of how our lightweight fully341

functional flexible platform resting on a plant leaf is moni-342

toring the ambient environment around the plant leaf for a343

whole 24-h period. The sensor is so small and lightweight344

that it can rest on the top of a plant leaf without affecting345

the growth or structure of the plant [Fig. 8(a)]. Each sensor346

was logged at 10-min interval to save battery life. The sensor347

patch was used to monitor the temperature for 24 h, as shown348

in Fig. 8(b). Such a platform can be of immense advantage349

to farmers and botanists to study the microclimate around350

their plants and how it affects their growth. Since the battery351

is small, two similar platforms were used in succession and352

each was replaced by the other after every 50 min. The353

removed platform was used to collect data and recharge the354

battery, in order to allow nonstop monitoring through the 355

day. In the near future, we can significantly enhance the 356

battery lifetime when large-capacity flexible batteries like 357

Panasonic’s (CG-063555) 0.55-mm-thick flexible Li-ion Bat- 358

tery with 40-mAh capacity become available, which will allow 359

longer uninterrupted continuous recordings of microclimate 360

around plants. The CdS-based light sensor was used to monitor 361

the light around the plant for 12 h and the results can be 362

seen in Fig. 8(c). This allows us to determine how the plant 363

was getting the light during the day. An improperly growing 364

plant can be attributed to less light availability, as light is 365

essential for photosynthesis. Our platform comes in handy in 366

such situations to record the amount of light seen by each 367

individual leaf, as incident light can vary across a plant in 368

case of any obstruction. Finally, humidity sensor was used to 369

monitor the humidity levels around the plant leaf for 24 h 370

[Fig. 8(d)]. Humidity is vital to understand the growth of a 371

plant, and our platform can monitor humidity levels around 372

different sections of the plant. 373

IV. CONCLUSION 374

We reported an extremely lightweight flexible multisen- 375

sory platform for monitoring light, temperature, and humidity 376

(microclimate) around a plant by placing the platform on the 377

leaf of a plant without affecting plant’s growth or structure. 378

Using bare die chips resulted in minimal weight (0.44 g) and 379

allowed seamless integration of chips on a flexible polymer- 380

based substrate. An ASIC was designed for data acquisition 381

from sensors while being powered by a bare die solid-state 382

battery. Data recording of 24-h time period from the sensory 383

platform placed on the leaf shows promising results about 384

the potential of our sensory platform in many applications. 385

There is no other solution available where a fully functioning 386

system is placed on a plant leaf and can measure light, 387

temperature, and humidity with enhanced sensitivity due to a 388

specially designed ASIC. Table I shows relevant plant sensor 389

works comparing various performance parameters. With the 390

help of the specially designed ASIC and selective blue light 391

sensor, we are able to get the highest humidity sensitivity 392

and most optimal light sensing reported among plant-based 393

sensors [25]–[28]. In addition, the extremely small and flex- 394

ibility allows for placement on the leaf, which has not been 395

previously demonstrated. 396
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Flexible Lightweight CMOS-Enabled
Multisensory Platform for Plant

Microclimate Monitoring
Sherjeel M. Khan , Sohail F. Shaikh, Nadeem Qaiser , and Muhammad Mustafa Hussain

Abstract— We report an ultralightweight flexible sensory1

platform using bare die CMOS chips having a light, temper-2

ature, and humidity sensor on a flexible polymer substrate.3

An application-specified integrated circuit designed and4

fabricated in a 0.35-µm process is used for signal acquisi-5

tion, conditioning, and further transfer of data to a bare die6

microcontroller. The whole platform is powered by a bare7

die solid-state battery. This extremely lightweight (0.44 g),8

compact (3 × 1.5 cm2), flexible, and mostly transparent9

platform can be unobtrusively placed on a leaf of a plant10

to monitor microclimate conditions surrounding a plant for11

accurate plant growth monitoring. The latter is success-12

fully demonstrated by placing the platform on a plant leaf13

and monitoring changing environmental conditions (light,14

temperature, and humidity) for a whole day.15

Index Terms— Bare die, compact, flexible, lightweight,16

plant sensor.17

I. INTRODUCTION18

W ITH an increasing global population, keeping up with19

food demand and maintaining a clean environment has20

become a challenge. The continuous progress in automation21

of horticultural production requires a much deeper and careful22

analysis of the environmental conditions to ensure healthy23

plant growth [1]. Humidity, light, and temperature levels can24

influence crop quality and plants’ growth [2]–[4]. Photosyn-25

thesis is the process of converting carbon dioxide and water26

in the plant leaves to produce sugars that are used for energy27

and growth. Humidity, light, and temperature levels have been28

shown to influence crop quality and plants’ growth via the29

photosynthesis process.30

The microclimate around each plant is influenced by the31

location of the plant as well as its response to surrounding32
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environmental factors. In a greenhouse, centralized climate 33

monitoring devices are used to monitor the surrounding 34

climate conditions, which are sometimes placed in the 35

soil around the plant [5], [6]. They are bulky and rigid, 36

and hence cannot be placed on the plant. These sensors 37

fail to see conditions experienced by each plant as the 38

environmental conditions can change from one end of a 39

greenhouse (or field) to another, leading to yield incon- 40

sistency because of varying environmental conditions. Such 41

measures are unable to determine plant growth accurately. 42

Plant phenotyping studies are being carried out by plac- 43

ing sensors on the leaf but we also need to measure the 44

microclimatic conditions around the leaf to better under- 45

stand the climatic conditions that affect the photosynthetic 46

processes [7]. 47

In this paper, we present an ultralightweight flexible sensory 48

platform that can be placed on a leaf of a plant for microcli- 49

mate monitoring. The platform is equipped with a bare die 50

battery, microcontroller, sensors, and a bare die application- 51

specified integrated circuit (ASIC) chip for sensor signal 52

conditioning. The weight is significantly reduced by using 53

bare die chips instead of packaged integrated circuits (ICs), 54

while housed on a flexible substrate such that the platform 55

can conform to the shape of a leaf. Flexible light, temperature, 56

and humidity sensors are embedded on the platform interfaced 57

with a bare die ASIC chip for data acquisition which is further 58

connected to a bare die microcontroller chip for data storage 59

and data transfer. The chips have been designed for low-power 60

operation to be powered by a solid-state bare die battery for 61

sustainable time intervals. Fig. 1 shows an overview of the 62

sensory platform. 63

II. ASIC ARCHITECTURE AND IMPLEMENTATION 64

A. ASIC Part for Light and Humidity Sensor Interface 65

We designed a dual-channel temperature to digital converter 66

ASIC in 350-nm CMOS technology based on two 10-bit 67

single-slope analog-to-digital converters (ADCs). The 20-pin 68

chip occupies an area of about 4500 × 3000 μm2 and 69

consumes the total power of 2.8 mW from 3.3-V dc supply. 70

A light-dependent resistor (Rt) and a humidity-dependent 71

capacitor (Ct) are connected to the first and second channel, 72

0018-9383 © 2018 IEEE. Personal use is permitted, but republication/redistribution requires IEEE permission.
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Fig. 1. Overview of the sensory platform housing flexible sensors
interfaced with the bare die signal conditioning and processing chips
powered by a bare die solid-state battery on a flexible polymer-based
substrate.

respectively. The ADCs start to sample and convert the value73

of resistor and capacitor at the negative edge of the reset signal.74

After the end of conversion, the Rt–Ct signal goes high and75

quantized value of the resistor becomes available at the 1076

digital output pins (Out_9:0). The ASIC is characterized for77

operation from 0 °C to 100 °C and operation duration of 2 ms;78

i.e., it samples and converts a variable resistor from 1 to 60 k�79

to a 10-bit number between 200 and 1000 every 2 ms and a80

variable capacitor from 30 to 80 pF to a 10-bit number between81

375 and 1000. It requires external signals for clock (CLOCK)82

and reset (RESET); also an external capacitor (Ci) for the83

ADC of the first channel. These ranges were set according to84

the designed sensors. The humidity sensor has a value of 40 pF85

at a relative humidity (RH) of 30% and it goes up to 75 pF86

for RH of 90%. The cadmium sulfide (CdS)-based resistive87

light sensor has a resistance of >50 k� in dark and <1 k� in88

daylight.89

B. ASIC Part for Temperature Sensor Interface90

The temperature sensor consists of a metal with a repeat-91

able temperature coefficient of resistance (TCR). In order to92

take a reading from the sensors, a fixed amount of current is93

fed to the sensor, and the resulting voltage is measured across94

the resistor. In order to take a reading from the sensors, a fixed95

amount of current is fed to the sensor, and consequent voltage96

is calculated which depends upon the temperature-dependent97

resistance of the sensor. For this purpose, we designed a98

current actuator on our ASIC, comprising 4-bit DAC and aAQ:4 99

driver that sinks 100–200 mA based upon the DAC digital100

input (D〈3:0〉) [Fig. 2(a)]. For 0 input (D〈3:0〉), the nominal101

value of the current sink is 110 mA and it increases linearly102

to a nominal value of 186 mA for an input of 15 [Fig. 2(b)].103

Due to the high current of the actuator, three pads are104

dedicated to the output current pin [I_Actuator, Fig. 2(a)]105

and three to GND. Setting pin [Fig. 2(a)] to digital high106

would enable the actuator and setting it to digital low would107

shut down the output current. This enables us to drive the108

temperature sensor only when needed, as typical resistive109

sensor signal conditioning interfaces consume a large amount110

of current. A chip micrograph image with labels for pins of111

the ASIC can be seen in Fig. 2(c). Further details of the ASIC112

principle of operation can be found in the Supplementary113

Material.114

Fig. 2. (a) Functional block diagram of the ASIC “actuator part.”
(b) Output current of actuator changing with varying input bits between
0 and 15 values. (c) Chip micrograph of ASIC with the pinout labels of
analog-to-digital “sensor part” (left) and the “actuator part” (right).

III. MULTISENSORY LIGHTWEIGHT FLEXIBLE PLATFORM 115

A. Sensors’ Material Selection and Fabrication 116

Process Flow 117

Temperature, light, and humidity sensors were integrated 118

on a flexible 4-μm-thick polyimide (PI) film [Fig. 3(a)]. The 119

temperature sensor consists of a serpentine-shaped resistive 120

temperature detector made using a thin metal film of Cu 121

(4 μm) [Fig. 3(a) Steps 2–4]. Cu electroplating is performed 122

[Fig. 3(a) Step 3] because the layer deposited using sputtering 123

is only 500-nm thick, and we need a much thicker layer 124

to do wire bonding on the Cu interconnects. Cu has good 125

conductivity and flexibility among the commonly used metals. 126

In the same mask used for the temperature sensor pattern, 127

we also form an interdigitated capacitive structure on PI to 128

act as a humidity sensor with underlying PI as the dielectric 129

material [Fig. 3(a) Step 4]. Capacitive humidity sensors are 130

preferred over resistive humidity sensors as capacitive struc- 131

tures are unaffected by the changes in temperature resulting 132

in increased accuracy in different climatic conditions. PI is 133

chosen for the dielectric material due to its long-term stability, 134

a high sensitivity to humidity, low manufacturing costs, and 135

integration compatibility with IC process [8], [9]. It is also 136

desirable to have a polymer material having high thermal sta- 137

bility and low dielectric constant [8]. PI possesses high affinity 138

toward moisture absorption and desorption, high-temperature 139

resistance, a low dielectric constant, good mechanical strength, 140

and dimensional stability, thus making it a suitable choice to 141

act as the dielectric material for our humidity sensors [8], [10]. 142

The dielectric permittivity of PI increases due to water mole- 143

cules adsorbed on its surface. An increase in air moisture 144

level, in turn, increases the capacitance of the humidity sensor 145

structure. For the light sensor, we use another mask to deposit 146

CdS by sputtering and patterning the sensor using the liftoff 147

process as depicted in Fig. 3(a) (Steps 5 and 6). A cross- 148

sectional process flow illustration can be found in Fig. 4. 149
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Fig. 3. (a) 1—Spin PI on Si wafer, treat with O2 plasma to promote adhesion of metal. 2—Spin photoresist and pattern the sensory platform.
3—Deposit 500 nm of Cu using sputtering, and do electroplating to 4 μm so that the film is thick enough for wire bonding of components. 4—Perform
liftoff to get the temperature, humidity sensors and interconnect layer. 5—Further deposit CdS light sensor on patterned photoresist. 6—Liftoff for
CdS light sensor formation 7—Spin 50-μm PDMS for encapsulation and etch the areas of all the sensors that need exposure to surroundings. Finally,
release the structure from the wafer by peeling off. A zoomed-in view portion of the image showing how the wire bonding is done from wafer to metal
pad on the substrate. (b) Image showing sensory platform with bare dies.

Fig. 4. (a) Take silicon wafer, (b) spin 4-μm PI, (c) pattern and develop
photoresist for Cu, (d) deposit 500-nm Cu via sputtering, (e) pattern
and develop photoresist to expose areas where Cu is needed, (f) grow
4-μm copper via electroplating, (g) remove unwanted Cu using the liftoff
process, (h) pattern and develop photoresist for CdS, (i) deposit CdS via
sputtering, (j) remove unwanted CdS using the liftoff process, (k) spin
50-μm PDMS on the wafer, and (l) etch PDMS to expose the humidity
and the temperature sensor.

Once the sensors and interconnects are formed on the PI,150

bare dies of the battery, ASIC, and MSP microcontroller are151

attached on their respective sites and wire bonds are made152

between the chips and the corresponding metal pads on the153

substrate. Once all the chips and components are placed,154

the wafer is spun with a thin layer of PDMS for encapsulation.155

This PDMS layer acts as a support for our platform and a156

barrier to transpiration due to its hydrophobic nature. A mask157

is used to remove PDMS from the areas where the dielectric158

layer of PI for the humidity sensor is present. Finally, the mul-159

tisensory platform is released from the Si (100) carrier wafer160

by simply peeling off the structure from the Si wafer, as the161

adhesion between PIs and silicon is weak [11]. Fig. 3(b) shows162

each individual component on the multisensory platform.163

The MSP microcontroller controls and provides a clock signal 164

to the ASIC as well as receives data from the ASIC, which is 165

transferred via “Data Pads” for extraction into a peripheral. 166

By using internal low-frequency oscillator of the MSP430 167

microcontroller, we were able to save power and bypass the 168

need of an external crystal to provide clock to MSP. The 169

ASIC and MSP are powered by a 3.8-V surface mount, solid 170

state, and rechargeable EnerChip CBC050 battery. It is an 171

8×8 mm2 battery with 50-μAh capacity rated at 5000 recharge 172

cycles to 80% of rated capacity. Our system lacks wireless 173

capability and data has to be manually extracted using “data 174

pads” via UART as a transceiver will create additional load 175

on the small battery which is already powering the ASIC and 176

microcontroller. The battery can support low power ASIC and 177

MSP which consume about 2.8 and 0.3 mW, respectively. 178

B. Characterization and Sensor Performance 179

Since copper has a low TCR, we designed a current 180

actuator in our ASIC. By passing a large amount of current, 181

the small changes in resistance can be correlated with large 182

changes in voltages such that microcontroller ADC can mea- 183

sure those voltage changes. The sensor itself has a sensitivity 184

of 32 m�/°C [Fig. 5(a)]. MSP430 has a 10-bit ADC with a 185

reference voltage of 2.5 V. This means that the MSP430 ADC 186

has a resolution of only 2.44 mV. As shown in Fig. 2(b), 187

we can choose a current from the range of 110–186 mA. 188

By passing the maximum current, we can detect changes as 189

small as 13 m�; thus, our system with the help of ASIC was 190

able to measure changes in temperature as small as 0.40 °C. 191

Less current can be used in applications where power savings 192

are more preferable to higher accuracy, but the flexibility of 193

changing current enables us to balance between power saving 194

and accuracy as needed. The humidity sensors response can be 195

seen in Fig. 5(b), showing a linear response with a sensitivity 196

of 1.71 pF/% RH. This is the highest sensitivity reported 197
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Fig. 5. (a) Temperature sensor characterization plot of resistance against
temperature. (b) Humidity sensor characterization plot of capacitance
sensor against RH. (c) Light sensor characterization plot of logarithmic
resistance against light intensity. (d) Spectral response of CdS light
sensor.

among plant-based sensors, enabled by using better sensing198

materials and a specially designed ASIC [25], [27].199

The response of the light sensor with respect to vary light200

conditions can be seen in Fig. 5(c). The changes in CdS201

resistance in response to vary light intensity are exponential202

which is why the logarithmic value of resistance is plotted.203

CdS was chosen for light sensing because it is known to be204

sensitive in the violet to blue–green light range of the visible205

spectrum [12]–[14]. It is also known that chlorophyll in plants206

absorbs most light in the range of 300–550 nm (violet–blue)207

wavelengths, and blue light contributes most toward the growth208

of plants especially in the earlier stages of plants growth209

[15]–[17]. The spectral response of our light sensor can be210

seen in Fig. 5(d). The response correlates with the behavior of211

CdS thin film deposited using sputtering [18], [19]. We can see212

the sensor that has a strong response (above 0.5) in the range213

of 350–550 nm which is the optimal range of the chlorophyll214

absorption spectral range. Being selective to larger wavelength215

lights, our CdS-based sensor can provide an accurate measure216

of the most useful light reaching plant leaves.217

C. Microclimate Monitoring From the Leaf Surface218

Photosynthesis, the analogous process to human digestion,219

is used by plants to drive all of its activities by converting220

light energy into chemical energy. The process takes place221

in the leaves of a plant, which demands a microclimate222

monitoring system that can be placed on a plant leaf for223

monitoring the light, humidity, and temperature around the224

leaves. These three factors are known to impact the process of225

photosynthesis. Low light significantly alters the growth rate226

of a plant while temperature changes affect enzyme activity227

and stomatal conductance which in turn changes the leaf water228

potential [20], [21]. Atmospheric humidity controls the water229

use efficiency of leaves, and low humidity causes plant water230

stress and thus, results in a reduced growth rate [22], [23].231

Currently, such parameters are measured by placing the 232

sensors in the soil or at a central location in a crop 233

field/greenhouse. However, these microclimate conditions vary 234

as we move away from the soil toward the top end of a plant. 235

In order to verify this hypothesis, we conducted experiments 236

on 11 different plants, each tested under a different set of 237

conditions where the variables were; soil wetness (affected by 238

plant watering), height of the plants, light availability (affected 239

by surrounding objects). 240

The results were compiled in a detailed graph shown in 241

Fig. 6(a). For each plant, RH and the temperature were 242

measured at soil surface adjacent to the plant and the topmost 243

leaf of the same plant (indicated by symbols and 244

respectively) using our sensor patch. The following conclu- 245

sions are drawn after the analysis of the graph obtained from 246

the experiments. 247

1) After watering of plants (wet soil), there is a difference 248

of 22%–35% in RH between the soil and leaf surface 249

(Plants 1, 3, 6, 7, and 10). Humidity changes do not 250

show a direct relation with plant height in both the dry 251

and wet conditions of the soil. 252

2) Same sized plants (80 cm), where both the leaf and 253

soil are in shade, show a remarkable difference in 254

temperature and RH merely due to the wetness of soil. 255

We see a difference of 2% in RH and 2 °C in temperature 256

for dry soil while 20% in RH and 4 °C in temperature 257

for wet soil. (Plants 1 and 11). 258

3) When the leaf is in sunlight and the soil is in shade, 259

the temperature difference is dependent on the height 260

of the plant, where taller plants (Plants 6, 7, and 9) 261

show a larger difference compared to smaller plants 262

(Plants 4 and 5). Also, there is a huge difference of 10 °C 263

in temperature and 7% in RH, for dry soil conditions 264

(Plant 9). 265

4) When both the leaf and soil are in the sun, the tem- 266

perature changes are large for dry soil (Plant 8) while 267

humidity changes are large for wet soil (Plant 10). Also, 268

it was found that dry soil in direct sunlight showed 269

very high temperatures compared with the atmospheric 270

temperature due to the fact that soil soaks up more heat 271

than air. 272

Several other conclusions of similar nature can be drawn 273

from the graph supporting our hypothesis that the microcli- 274

matic conditions are vastly different between the soil and the 275

leaf surface due to soil conditions, the presence of sunlight, 276

and the height of the plant. Similarly, light intensity was 277

measured on nine different plants on the topmost leaf and the 278

adjacent soil where the variables were; height of the plants, 279

and light availability (affected by surrounding objects). The 280

results in Fig. 6(b) clearly show the three distinctive regions 281

as described in the following. 282

1) The orange region showing that the least amount of light 283

is observed in the soil of plants that are in the shade. 284

2) The green region showing that more light is present at 285

the leaf surface even though both the soil and leaf are 286

in shade. 287

3) The yellow region where the amount of light is similar to 288

both the leaf and soil when both are exposed to sunlight. 289
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Fig. 6. (a) Response of RH and temperature in response to vary climatic conditions for different plants. (b) Response of light observed for different
plants.

4) The height of the plant does not affect the amount of290

light observed by the light sensor between the soil and291

the leaf, as it is more affected by the orientation of the292

sensor with respect to the sun. A sensor facing the sun293

records more light than a sensor placed in the same area294

but is not facing the sun directly.295

Based on the aforementioned points, we hereby emphasize296

the importance of measuring the microclimate conditions from297

the surface of a leaf in order to better understand plant growth.298

D. Bending Performance and Effects299

of Platform on the Leaf300

Being flexible and planted on leaves (which possess distinct301

structure and contours), our sensors must be able to perform302

as efficiently on a flexible substrate in a bent position as303

their rigid counterparts. To test the effect of stress caused by304

bending on the sensor performance, we compared our samples305

of temperature and humidity sensors on a flexible substrate,306

placed on a bent platform of 24-mm bending radius, to same307

sensors fabricated on a rigid substrate [Fig. 7(a) and (c)].308

Both sensors were subject to similar conditions; heating from309

a hot air gun and moisture exposure from the blow of310

breath. The readings were taken from Keithley4200 while311

Sensirion SHTC1 was used as reference sensor at the same312

time. The results for the humidity and temperature sensor313

can be seen in Fig. 7(b) and (d). Both the temperature and314

humidity sensors exhibit a similar behavior in rigid and bent315

condition [Fig. 7(b) and (d)] while flexible humidity sensor316

even performs better due to the use of a superior dielectric (PI)317

as the humidity sensing film. The rigid temperature sensor318

has a smaller resistance due to the smooth surface of silicon319

dioxide on which it was fabricated, while metal deposited320

on the rougher surface of PI exhibits higher resistance value321

resulting in a higher sensitivity (23 m�/°C) compared to the322

rigid sensor (13 m�/°C). Thus, we obtain similar responsivity323

but even higher sensitivity compared to rigid sensors. In order324

to observe the stress in the films when bent, we performed an325

FEM simulation of the metal sensor model in COMSOL for326

Fig. 7. (a) Image of the Rigid and Flexible temperature sensor.
(b) Comparison of temperature sensor performance. (c) Image of the
Rigid and Flexible humidity sensor. (d) Comparison of humidity sensor
performance. (e) Stress in the flexible sensor at different bending radii.
(f) Effect of the sensor patch on the photosynthetic functions of a leaf
over 18 days.

different bending radii. It can be seen in Fig. 7(e) that until a 327

bending radius of 24 mm, the stress at the bent point remains 328

below 80 MPa and only reaches 200 MPa (marked by red 329

area) at 10-mm bending radius which can theoretically cause 330

a fracture as the fracture stress of electroplated Cu thin film 331
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TABLE I
FEATURE COMPARISON WITH OTHER PLANT-/LEAF-BASED SENSORS

Fig. 8. (a) Sensory platform placed on the leaf of a plant. (b) Temper-
ature monitoring for 24 h using the sensory platform around the leaf.
Temperature increases in the morning and peaks at 1200-h daytime.
(c) Light monitoring from daytime until night using the CdS-based light
sensor. During daytime, the resistance is very low in the range of 1 kΩ
and starts to linearly increase around sunset to a maximum value of
∼50 kΩ at night. (d) Humidity monitoring for 24 h using the sensory
platform around the leaf. During daytime when sunlight falls on the sensor
humidity levels decrease due to evaporation of water vapors.

is around 216 MPa [24]. Such a case is unrealistic, as plant332

leaves have a circular curvature which distributes stress over333

the whole area compared to a bending along a line as in the334

simulations. Finally, the platform was kept on a plant leaf335

for a period of 18 days to see if it affects the function and336

appearance of the plant. Fig. 7(f) shows our sensory platform337

does not affect any function of the plants as it is small,338

extremely lightweight and mostly transparent to light.339

E. Application Example340

Here, we show an example of how our lightweight fully341

functional flexible platform resting on a plant leaf is moni-342

toring the ambient environment around the plant leaf for a343

whole 24-h period. The sensor is so small and lightweight344

that it can rest on the top of a plant leaf without affecting345

the growth or structure of the plant [Fig. 8(a)]. Each sensor346

was logged at 10-min interval to save battery life. The sensor347

patch was used to monitor the temperature for 24 h, as shown348

in Fig. 8(b). Such a platform can be of immense advantage349

to farmers and botanists to study the microclimate around350

their plants and how it affects their growth. Since the battery351

is small, two similar platforms were used in succession and352

each was replaced by the other after every 50 min. The353

removed platform was used to collect data and recharge the354

battery, in order to allow nonstop monitoring through the 355

day. In the near future, we can significantly enhance the 356

battery lifetime when large-capacity flexible batteries like 357

Panasonic’s (CG-063555) 0.55-mm-thick flexible Li-ion Bat- 358

tery with 40-mAh capacity become available, which will allow 359

longer uninterrupted continuous recordings of microclimate 360

around plants. The CdS-based light sensor was used to monitor 361

the light around the plant for 12 h and the results can be 362

seen in Fig. 8(c). This allows us to determine how the plant 363

was getting the light during the day. An improperly growing 364

plant can be attributed to less light availability, as light is 365

essential for photosynthesis. Our platform comes in handy in 366

such situations to record the amount of light seen by each 367

individual leaf, as incident light can vary across a plant in 368

case of any obstruction. Finally, humidity sensor was used to 369

monitor the humidity levels around the plant leaf for 24 h 370

[Fig. 8(d)]. Humidity is vital to understand the growth of a 371

plant, and our platform can monitor humidity levels around 372

different sections of the plant. 373

IV. CONCLUSION 374

We reported an extremely lightweight flexible multisen- 375

sory platform for monitoring light, temperature, and humidity 376

(microclimate) around a plant by placing the platform on the 377

leaf of a plant without affecting plant’s growth or structure. 378

Using bare die chips resulted in minimal weight (0.44 g) and 379

allowed seamless integration of chips on a flexible polymer- 380

based substrate. An ASIC was designed for data acquisition 381

from sensors while being powered by a bare die solid-state 382

battery. Data recording of 24-h time period from the sensory 383

platform placed on the leaf shows promising results about 384

the potential of our sensory platform in many applications. 385

There is no other solution available where a fully functioning 386

system is placed on a plant leaf and can measure light, 387

temperature, and humidity with enhanced sensitivity due to a 388

specially designed ASIC. Table I shows relevant plant sensor 389

works comparing various performance parameters. With the 390

help of the specially designed ASIC and selective blue light 391

sensor, we are able to get the highest humidity sensitivity 392

and most optimal light sensing reported among plant-based 393

sensors [25]–[28]. In addition, the extremely small and flex- 394

ibility allows for placement on the leaf, which has not been 395

previously demonstrated. 396
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